
CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

A Leading Experience Management 
Software Company Boosted Their 
Sales Conversion by 54% with 
Customized Data and Enrichment 

Our client is an experience management company based in USA. They 
offer subscription-based software platforms that help companies 
continually assess their customers, employees, products and brand.

Their wide range of products and solutions help customers gather 
feedback, assess every touchpoint and predict what changes will 
resonate most with stakeholders. Researchers often use their solutions 
as a survey tool and combine it with SPSS to analyze their survey data 
on employee experiences and many other types of survey data.
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The Situation

Niche Target Market

The company's target market consisted of very niche titles. Most of their target base had 

people working in various levels (Head, C-Level, Director, Manager) of functions like 

Customer Experience, Human Resources, Happiness Officers, Employee Engagement 

and so on. This makes it important for them to use customized B2B leads to be able to 

market and sell effectively. 

Inadequate Customer Data

Their marketing automation tools were full of inaccurate and incomplete customer 

records. This drastically brought down their lead generation and consequently, their sales 

conversions. They lacked a sales intelligence platform that can deliver real-time company 

and contact data to their sales and marketing reps. They needed a way to provide their 

SDRs with additional context around their customer base.

The company’s target base had people 
working in various levels (Head, C-Level, 
Director, Manager) of functions like 
Customer Experience, Human Resources, 
Happiness Officers, Employee 
Engagement and so on.

Due to missing information or inadequate 
context around their prospect database, 
their sales growth was limited and no new 
leads were flowing into their pipeline.



SLA Guaranteed, 100% Accurate Contact Data to Target Decision Makers

The Solution
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SMARTe leveraged Bespoke Contacts to deliver highly customized global data of 30000+ 

companies and 60000+ contacts that were 100% accurate and phone-verified using a 

combination of technology and human intelligence.

To support their territory specific sales engagements, SMARTe delivered Global Data for the 

regions EMEA and North America. 

Complete and Accurate Data Enriched in Real-time

SMARTe's Person Enrichment API integrated directly with their CRM to enrich new leads. We 

converted their minimal lead data into detailed records by appending relevant and accurate 

data.

We provided all kinds of information that included everything from location and social profiles 

to size and revenue of companies.

The database had custom built GDPR-compliant double opt-in company data and customer 

data list with verified emails and direct dial phone numbers across different geographies.

SMARTe's company data, technographic and demographic intel helped our sales and marketing teams function at maximum 
capacity. We can now instantly uncover our prospect's company size, funding, location, and even technologies used. 

-   Global Head - Marketing Operations

Delivered high quality global data using a 
combination of technology and human 

intelligence

GDPR-compliant company and customer
data list with verified emails and 

direct dials

Delivered data for EMEA and North 
America to support territory specific sales 

engagements

Enriched existing data to convert their 
minimal lead data into 

detailed records
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The Result 60K+
Contact Data Delivered

www.smarteinc.com

100%
Accurate Direct Dial

30K+
Company Data Delivered

133K
Contacts Enriched

100%
Accurate Email Addresses


